Comparison of emotion evaluation perception using human voice signals of robots and humans
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Abstract. Emotion perception is the process of perceiving other people’s emotions. It can be based on their facial expression, movement, voice and other biosignals people emit. The evaluation of human’s emotion is one characteristic of emotions. One of the research areas in Robotics is adapting humanistic behavior in robots. Today many robots are constructed. Some of them can even perceive emotions. In this paper a custom built emotion aware robot that perceives emotion evaluation is used to investigate the similarity and differences of the robot’s and human's emotion perception. Voice signals from real human were recorded and the information for the emotion evaluation was obtained from our robot, but also from a set of human evaluators. This paper presents the results of the experiments done. The experimental results show the difficulty of the problem of emotion evaluation perception in general. The significance of human voice signals in emotion evaluation is also investigated.
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1 Introduction

Human’s interaction with robots in the future should be based on natural conventions like natural language or social rules (facial expression, mimic and body movements). So, robots would no longer be just indifferent logical machines. They could become capable of understanding human’s feelings, needs and desires. In this paper we are considering emotions as one of the most important information robots should understand. In human-to-robot interaction emotions are especially significant because emotion perception can facilitate communication between these two subjects. Machine learning and more precisely classification algorithms are implemented in robots that perceive emotions. Examples of applications that use emotion classification are video and computer games, human-to-robot interaction systems and even more call centers ([2], [7], [4], [13]). In general, information from speech ([1], [3], [9], [12]), facial expression [14] and brain activity has been used for emotion classification so far. Here, only sound signals are considered. In [7] the justification for using sound features for emotion classification is found. Further, the results in [6] show that certain emotions are correlated with the values of some sound features extracted from human speech. Frameworks for automatic emotion classification are created in [4] and [14]. In [4] online emotion classification is also considered. These can be used in real life applications. Some researches aim at finding new sound features [9] or extracting the best combination of existing sound features [6]. Many different classification algorithms like decision trees [10] neural networks [11] and SVM [16] are being used. Still, there isn’t a satisfactory accurate classifier built and there is not a standard set of sound features that is used.

Today, robots that perceive emotions have been constructed. But, unfortunately there is not an attempt made yet to compare the robot’s perception of emotion with the human’s perception. This is exactly the final goal of this paper. We would like to explore the natural and artificial emotion preceptor system. The research presented in this paper will be exposed in the following sections. The following section describes the robotic system built and used for this research. In Section 3 we present the experimental results for comparison of human’s and robot’s emotion perception. In the end, the future work and the conclusion for this paper are given.
2 Presentation of the human-robot interaction system used for research

In [15] and [17] a robot that perceives emotion evaluation based on human speech was presented. Its intelligence was based on a custom built emotion classification algorithm. The robot used for this application is the robotic arm, Lynx 5, developed by Lynxmotion.

As in many cultures, when someone is in need of help i.e. has negatively evaluated emotion, the robotic arm gives him/her a hand. The robot should straighten the hand, go in a handshaking position and put the arm back in the starting position when the speaker has negative emotions expressed by his speech. This actually simulates the giving hand gesture.

The automatic emotion evaluation system built in the robotic arm gives the most probable emotion evaluation (positive or negative) from the features extracted. As explained in [17] sound features used in our research here are found important in some psychological researches. In the next section, the model for our human-robot interaction system will be explained in more detail.

2.1 “Wordless call for help” application

The robotic system built for the “Wordless call for help” application is schematically shown on Figure 1. It can be divided in two bigger parts. One concerning the emotion perception (upper part of Fig. 1) and other concerning the robot’s behavior in human-robot interaction (lower part of Fig. 1). We created a human-robot interaction application called “Wordless call for help”.

The procedure for emotion evaluation perception is conducted in a few smaller steps. First the sound signal is captured and digitalized (Fig. 1A). Next, the sound signal is analyzed with an algorithm for preprocessing and sound transformation (Fig. 1B). In the next step, form the preprocessed sound signal the sound features are extracted (Fig. 1C). Feature selection is done next. It is the process of selection valuable features for a given classification problem. This step is only conducted during the training phase. We introduced a novel approach for feature selection in [17]. It is used in the research presented in this paper. With this process, the most valuable features are extracted, so in the test phase only few features are calculated (Fig. 1D). The final step is the classification of emotion evaluation from the selected sound attributes. It is shown on Fig. 1E. These 5 steps finalize the emotion classification model.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the robotic system built.

In order to build the model, a training of the emotion classification algorithm is performed. In this research a custom built database was used for training. The database contains 25 sound signals that represent a spoken sentence of only one person. This person, called an actor, spoke the same sentence 25 times, acting 25 different emotions.

The classification model used here is evaluated and trained using the Weka software [8]. For creating the database, sound features were extracted using the PRAAT software [5]. As stated previously, a custom built method for feature selection was used in order to extract the most valuable sound features for emotion perception [17]. More about the classification model and the results are presented in Section 2.2.
Given the emotion classification model the robot acts based on the classification. It can move its servo motors for making the hand shaking gesture if the estimated emotion is evaluated negatively. These elements consists the second part of the model, called the behavior model (lower part of Fig. 1). The behavior model was built using direct serial manipulator’s kinematics. Indeed, the application sends signals to the robot describing the next motor movement. The composition of the movement of all motors, represent the robot’s movement.

### 2.2 Building and evaluating the classification and behavior model

For building the classification model of the robotic system, first a database is build. Some sound features are extracted using the PRAAT software to build a sound feature database. For feature selection first every feature is ranked, and using its rank the best fitting sound features are selected. In [17] a new approach for ranking the sound features based on linear classifier and psychological researches. Using this approach a set of features was selected. These features include pitch range, minimum amplitude and voice breaks. After selecting the features, the classification model was now trained with the new set of features. Linear classifiers were used for the classification model. Indeed neural networks were used as a linear classifier. Using Weka, the model was trained and evaluated. For the evaluation of the classification model the 10-fold method was used. The precision of the classifier built is 85%.

The precision given gives only partial information of weather this classifier is proper for human-robot interaction. On the other side, the classifier should be similar to human perception of emotion evaluation. This presented the need for another research that compares the emotion perception of the robot with human perception. The goal of the next section is to display the results from this research.

### 3 Experimental results for comparison of robots and humans emotion evaluation perception

The primary goal of this paper was to investigate the dependencies between the human and robot emotion evaluation perception. We would like to check how close their perception for other human emotions is.

In the next sections the results gained in our research are shown.

#### 3.1 Comparison of our robot emotion perception with the perception of humans

More important for robots that can perceive emotion evaluation is weather their evaluation is similar to human evaluation. Indeed, emotion perception is a complex task even for humans. Usually, a human can perceive emotions on another human more precisely if they know each other. Evermore, no matter how similar emotion expression by humans may be, there are still slight differences between emotion expressions of two different humans. This can be due to different cultural, social and other diversity issues. The idea of this research is to find the correlation between human evaluator’s and robot’s emotion evaluation detection. Experiments are done with the “Wordless call for help” application. For these experiments a new test database was build. It contains sound signals from one speaker, who is different from the human from which the training of the classifier was done. The idea was to test the classification of the robot when a different person is in question. In the first experiment both the evaluator (who doesn’t know the speaker) and the robot were given to classify the sound signals from the test database. The comparison of their evaluation is given on Fig. 2.
On the x-axis the classification of the robot is given (positive or negative). From the first column in Fig. 2 it can be seen that 58% of the negatively evaluated emotions by the robot were classified the same by the evaluator. This percentage is 76% for the positively evaluated emotions. This implies the similarity of the classifiers: the automatic classification system implemented in our robotic system and the real one by birth obtained by the evaluator. In the next experiment more evaluators were included. These evaluators also did not know the speaker. The general precision of the evaluators given the true emotion evaluations went from 50% to 90%. This describes that also for humans, the emotion evaluation problem, is a difficult problem that has a great imprecision. From the results obtained from this experiment the percentage of equally qualified sound signals by the evaluators and our robot were calculated. The histogram of the percentages is given on Fig. 3. As shown, most evaluators have more than 80% (0.8) coincidence with the robot classification. Only a few evaluators had less than 60% coincidence. This shows the similarity of the evaluators’ perception on emotion evaluation with the perception of our robotic system.

This in general shows some evidence that making emotion aware robots that function like humans is possible and applicable.

3.2 The significance of the robot’s learning phase

In this section the significance of the robots learning phase is stated. When the robot is interacted with a new speaker it uses the classifier built based on a different speaker, so the classifier is not adapted. Indeed, because of the diversity of all people, the emotion evaluation classification must be adjusted.
Therefore, we investigated the change in the robots classification precision during the learning phase. The learning phase includes the adjustment of the classification model previously built. On Fig. 4 the learning phases given in increasing order are given on the x-axis. On the y-axis the percentage of the precision of the classification model is shown.

![Graph showing precision of robot classification model during learning phases.](image)

**Fig. 4.** The precision of the robot classification model during the learning phases.

In the 14th learning phase the precision of the classifier goes up to 90%. This states the importance of adaptation on the classifier model. This adaptation is similar to learning or getting to know the speaker the robot is “talking to”. Humans also would give better classification on the emotion evaluation for people they know. In the next section the future work is given along with the conclusion of our work.

## 4 Future Work and Conclusion

Proper differentiation on emotions is very important. As a consequence, people with psychological background knowledge should be included in feature research. In the future, emotions differentiation in more categories would be essential for getting more precise information. Important sound features for the new categories of emotions can be investigated as well.

The training and testing phase should be done with databases built from voices of different speakers. Also, more evaluators should be included in the research. In this research the problem of emotion classification based on sound features of a human voice is considered. Emotions, based on evaluation, are classified in two classes: positive and negative emotions. We also used information from psychological studies to make a classification algorithm with more humanoid properties. The robot’s emotion perception deduced from sound signal processing that is biologically driven showed great precision of 85%. Results showed great similarity of the ability of both robot and human to perceive positive or negative emotions. As a conclusion, biologically driven classification algorithm implemented in human-robot interaction, has a positive influence of the similarity of the robot’s and human’s perception on emotion evaluation. This result can be used in the future for building classification models used in human-robot interaction.
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